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Nothing destroys trust like sexual betrayal. Beyond broken vows, a woman who discovers that the man she loves has been
viewing pornography or having an affair must deal with devastating blows to her self-image and self-worth. She must grapple with
the fact that the man she thought she knew has lied and deceived her. She may even bear the brunt of shame and judgment when
the people around her find out. Drawing from her experience both as a marriage and family therapist and a woman who personally
experienced the devastation of sexual betrayal, Dr. Sheri Keffer walks women impacted by betrayal through the pain and toward
recovery. She explains how the trauma of betrayal affects our minds, bodies, spirits, and sexuality. She offers practical tools for
dealing with emotional triggers and helps women understand the realities of sexual addiction. And she shows women how to
practice self-care, develop healthy boundaries, protect themselves from abuse or manipulation, and find freedom from the burden
of shame and guilt.
Declare Your Dreams and Turn Them into Reality TV writers and twin sisters JaNeika and JaSheika James' inspiring memoir
recounts their life from their early years as military brats living overseas with their mother to their successful television careers
including writing for the hit TV series Empire. With humor, and an in-your-face "you can make your dreams a reality" approach,
JaNeika and JaSheika discuss their love for television which grew out of viewing movies and TV shows on video while living in
Germany and later watching soap operas with their grandmother. Their obsession with television continued through college, when
they recorded and watched their favorite soap operas with their dormmates. But it was a trip to the set of Dawson's Creek in
Wilmington, N.C. during their freshman year of college that crystallized their dream of working in television production. The sisters
take various entry-level jobs in order to learn everything they can about television production, all the while focused on their desire
to write stories about African-American women. Their career path isn't always smooth; they have to go on unemployment, take
steps backward to assistant roles and work on programs that aren't picked up by the networks up but they always focus on their
dream - to write for TV about what they know and have experienced firsthand. After working for a number of years, they're
accepted in to the FOX Writing Intensive Program which ultimately led to writing for the ground-breaking show, Empire. Living
Doubleis a behind-the-scenes look at the competitive world of television programming as well an inspiring account of two sisters
determined to make their dream careers a reality --- and to share their life lessons with anyone who has a big dream. JaNeika and
JaSheika offer their advice and tips on how to achieve the seemingly impossible.
Arguably the ugliest but most functional device in the human body—symbols of manliness, objects of ribald humor and obscenities,
imparting sexual pleasure and ensuring the continuation of the human race—the testicles (or balls, eggs, bullocks, stones, nuts . . .
whatever you’re inclined to call them) have been all but totally ignored in the writings of even internationally celebrated sex
authorities. The Pleasures of Testicles exams these under-appreciated hallmarks of male sexuality from all angles. Entertaining,
provocative, and hilarious, drawing on information from sources as diverse as ancient history and modern online chat groups, this
book covers every possible aspect of pleasure relating to the testicles, from visual enhancements to the most shocking of intimate
acts. If you’re ready for sexual adventure and education, or you’re just curious, The Pleasures of Testicles will give you a wealth
of information . . . and plenty of ideas you can put into action to more thoroughly enjoy the amazing jewels that make the man.
The award-winning national bestseller, Walking with the Wind, is one of the most important records of the American civil rights
movement as told by a true American hero, John Lewis, who Cornel West called a “national treasure.” An eloquent and gripping
first-hand account of the turbulent struggle for civil rights and the willingness and courage to change the course of history. Forty
years ago, a teenaged boy named John Lewis stepped off a cotton farm in Alabama and into the epicenter of the struggle for civil
rights in America. The ideals of nonviolence which guided that critical time of American history established him as one of the
movement's most charismatic and courageous leaders. Lewis's leadership in the Nashville Movement—a student-led effort to
desegregate the city of Nashville using sit-in techniques based on the teachings of Gandhi—established him as one of the
movement's defining figures and set the tone for the major civil rights campaigns of the 1960s. During this decade, he was
repeatedly a victim of violence and intimidation, but his singular belief in non-violent action, inspired by his mentor, Dr. Martin
Luther King, was a defining characteristic of his leadership and vision. In 1986, he ran and won a congressional seat in Georgia,
and remains in office to this day. Walking with the Wind is the story of an American hero. A boy from rural Alabama whose journey
led him to Washington, and whose vision and perseverance changed a nation.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From the YouTube superstars and creators of Good Mythical Morning comes the ultimate
guide to living a “Mythical” life, featuring stories and photos from their lifelong friendship, as well as awesomely illustrated guides,
charts, and activities aimed at laughing more, learning more, and never taking yourself too seriously. Thanks for reading this
description. You’re obviously a curious person, which means you’ve already taken your first step towards achieving Mythicality.
Lucky for you, opening this book is even more rewarding than reading about it online. Within its pages, you'll discover twenty ways
to fill your life with curiosity, creativity, and tomfoolery, including Eat Something That Scares You, Make a Bold Hair Choice, Say “I
Love You” Like It’s Never Been Said, and more. Along the way, you’ll also find: • Embarrassing stories and photos we'll probably
regret sharing • Character Building: The Board Game • An important message from the year 2075 • A quiz to help you determine
if you should get a dog • A eulogy you can read at any funeral • Grownup merit badges to earn • Contributions from Mythical
Beasts, and much more If you decide to read this book, be warned—there is a high likelihood of increased Mythicality in your life,
which means you may soon find yourself laughing more, learning more, and not taking yourself too seriously. This mentality has
been known to spread easily to friends and loved ones.
Includes an excerpt from Love on the brain.
Louis isn’t very good at playing baseball, but he knows and loves the game more than anybody. He loves the purity of the sport,
the sound of the crack of a bat, and the smell of freshly cut grass in the stadium. And more than anything, he loves the New York
Yankees. So when he becomes a bat boy for the team during the summer of 1961, it is a dream come true. Lucky gives readers
baseline box seats to one of the most memorable seasons in sports history, and as Mickey Mantle and Roger Maris compete in
their legendary home-run race, Louis learns that the heroes he looks up to can teach him life lessons that will change him forever.
The 1927 autobiography, in English translation, of the first man to traverse the North-West Passage and to reach the South Pole.
Voted America's Best-Loved Novel in PBS's The Great American Read Harper Lee's Pulitzer Prize-winning masterwork of honor and injustice
in the deep South—and the heroism of one man in the face of blind and violent hatred One of the most cherished stories of all time, To Kill a
Mockingbird has been translated into more than forty languages, sold more than forty million copies worldwide, served as the basis for an
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enormously popular motion picture, and was voted one of the best novels of the twentieth century by librarians across the country. A gripping,
heart-wrenching, and wholly remarkable tale of coming-of-age in a South poisoned by virulent prejudice, it views a world of great beauty and
savage inequities through the eyes of a young girl, as her father—a crusading local lawyer—risks everything to defend a black man unjustly
accused of a terrible crime.
Ted Williams hit .406 for the season in 1941? a feat not matched since. In this inspirational picture book, authentic sportswriting and rich,
classic illustrations bring to life the truly spectacular story of the Red Sox legend, whose hard work and perseverance make him the perfect
role model for baseball enthusiasts of all ages.
Find your way to the most historic saloons, pubs, and dives of America. These are the watering holes that shaped our nation and created our
country. Find the favorite spots of our Founding Fathers, the places where the most well-known celebrities could relax, and the joints that
most wouldn’t walk into without a bodyguard. For each bar, you will get a complete history taken directly from the owners and bartenders.
You’ll find out what to expect when you go today. You’ll get advice on what drinks and food to order. And we’ll even share insider’s tips so
you won’t stand out like a tourist. You’ll also get instant access to brief online documentaries made for each bar so you’ll know before going
exactly what to expect, what to order, and who to talk to. Bucket List Bars is the definitive guide to the historic saloons, pubs, and dives of
America. Also Included: • QR Code-Linked Documentary Video of Each Bar—A First of its Kind for Guidebooks • QR Code-Linked Videos of
Their Signature Drinks So You Know What to Order • Nearby Distractions in the Area To Make Each Visit Complete • Other Notable Bars
Nearby To Visit If You Have the Time Featuring: Austin Boston Area Chicago Denver El Paso area Las Vegas Los Angeles New York City
Philadelphia San Antonio San Francisco Tucson Area -- This book provides travel-guide like information to business travelers, history buffs
and drinking culture enthusiasts. My partner and I have spent the last year traveling the country filming, photographic and documenting
almost 50 historic bars from New York to Los Angeles, from 1673 to 1968. We've not only written about these, but also created brief
documentaries of each that showcases them in their historic context, provides an assessment of food, drink, decor, etc, and interviews the
bartenders and owners. Each chapter will include QR codes linking the reader to these videos that they can watch on their mobile device for
free. This will be the first book in a multi-book series based on the same theme.
The ostensible purpose of a library is to preserve the printed word. But for fifty years our country’s libraries–including the Library of
Congress–have been doing just the opposite, destroying hundreds of thousands of historic newspapers and replacing them with microfilm
copies that are difficult to read, lack all the color and quality of the original paper and illustrations, and deteriorate with age. With meticulous
detective work and Baker’s well-known explanatory power, Double Fold reveals a secret history of microfilm lobbyists, former CIA agents,
and warehouses where priceless archives are destroyed with a machine called a guillotine. Baker argues passionately for preservation, even
cashing in his own retirement account to save one important archive–all twenty tons of it. Written the brilliant narrative style that Nicholson
Baker fans have come to expect, Double Fold is a persuasive and often devastating book that may turn out to be The Jungle of the American
library system.
This complex memoir shows what it was like growing up in the shadow of a literary father and a neglectful mother, getting thrown out of
boarding school after being seduced by a teacher, and all of the later-life consequences that ensue. In 1982, Erika Schickel was expelled
from her East Coast prep school for sleeping with a teacher. She was that girl—rebellious, precocious, and macking for love. Seduced, caught,
and then whisked away in the night to avoid scandal, Schickel’s provocative, searing, and darkly funny memoir, The Big Hurt, explores the
question, How did that girl turn out? Schickel came of age in the 1970s, the progeny of two writers: Richard Schickel, the prominent film critic
for TIME magazine, and Julia Whedon, a melancholy mid-list novelist. In the wake of her parents’ ugly divorce, Erika was packed off to a
bohemian boarding school in the Berkshires. The Big Hurt tells two coming-of-age stories: one of a lost girl in a predatory world, and the other
of that girl grown up, who in reckoning with her past ends up recreating it with a notorious LA crime novelist, blowing up her marriage and
casting herself into the second exile of her life. The Big Hurt looks at a legacy of shame handed down through a maternal bloodline and the
cost of epigenetic trauma. It shines a light on the haute culture of 1970s Manhattan that made girls grow up too fast. It looks at the long
shadow cast by great, monstrously self-absorbed literary lives and the ways in which women pin themselves like beautiful butterflies to the
spreading board of male ego.
Summer of Shadows is an intertwining narrative that tells the story of the 1954 Cleveland Indians (which would etch itself in history as one of
the greatest baseball teams in MLB history) and the infamous murder of the wife of Dr. Sam Sheppard in their home along the shore of Lake
Erie--which held both the city and the nation spellbound that summer. Both of these generation-defining stories take place in the final days of
the "Best Location in the Nation," the nickname for the Cleveland of the 1950s, which truly was one of the great and most influential cities in
America. The Sheppard case would influence the television series The Fugitive a decade later and give Cleveland's reputation a black eye
following the shoddy and unethical behavior of the city's police department and news media, which led to the conviction of an innocent man.
Meanwhile, the 1954 Indians would post the greatest season in American League history and dethrone the five-time-champion New York
Yankees in a dramatic pennant race, culminating in a September doubleheader before 86,000 fans at Cleveland Stadium. The powerful
Indians would then be swept by Willie Mays and the New York Giants in the World Series. These two parallel tragedies harbinger an
onslaught of adversity that dragged Cleveland from its lofty standing as a leading American city to one with a bleak--even comic--reputation.
Summer of Shadows is essentially a postcard from that gilded age, when the city enjoyed its own golden October, not knowing that decades
of dismal, bitter winter lay ahead.
A young man describes his torment as he struggles to reconcile the diverse influences of Western culture and the traditions of his own
Japanese heritage
Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a bet with good girl Abby that if he loses, he will remain abstinent for a month, but if he
wins, Abby must live in his apartment for the same amount of time.

Publishers Weekly Bestseller "If you’re tired of surface-level teaching and shallow faith, this book will ignite a fire in your
soul for a deeper walk with Jesus and draw you into the depths of the Word.” ——Gretchen Saffles, founder of WellWatered Women Why We Need Jesus More Than Compliments "You're a beautiful daughter of the Most High King." And
it's true. But it's not the whole truth. The beauty of being God's daughter has backstory. If you're tired of hearing the
watered-down Christian teaching and hungry for a deeper spiritual life—one that gives real answers to your hardest
questions—Stop Calling Me Beautiful teaches you how. You will learn how to pursue the truths of who God is and who you
are in relationship to Him how to study Scripture, and how your view of God determines how you face life's challenges
how legalism, shallow theology, and false teaching keep you from living boldly as a woman of the Word how to
experience God's presence in painful circumstances Jesus doesn't offer a powerless salvation. He makes your
brokenness part of His whole redemption story—if you allow Him to. Don't settle for a feel-good faith. If you want victory
over insecurity, fear, shame, and the circumstances you are facing, it's time to embrace Jesus. All of Him.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER ‘Bella’s brilliant love letter to running turns into an extraordinarily brave and frank
account of her battle with anxiety. A compassionate and important book’ Joe Lycett ‘Perfect for resetting a glum January
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mindset’ Alexandra Heminsley ‘My kind of role model’ Ben Fogle
On Feb. 13, 1920, a group of independent black baseball team owners held a meeting at a YMCA in Kansas City,
Missouri. While they couldn't have known at the time that they were about to change the course of American history, it
was out of that meeting that the Negro National League was born. The league flourished throughout the 1920s and
beyond, becoming the first successful, organized professional black baseball league in the country. By providing a
playing field for African American and Hispanic baseball players to showcase their world-class baseball abilities, it
became a force that provided cohesion and a source of pride in black communities. Among them were the legendary
pitchers Smokey Joe Williams, whose fastball seemed to "come off a mountain top," Satchel Paige, the ageless wonder
who pitched for five decades, and such hitters as Josh Gibson, Buck Leonard, and Oscar Charleston, whose talents as
players may have even been surpassed by their total commitment to their profession and hardiness. Leading the leagues
were memorable characters like Gus Greenlee of the Pittsburgh Crawfords and Effa Manley of the Newark Eagles.
Although their games were ignored by white-owned newspapers and radio stations, black ballplayers and their teams
became folk heroes in cities such as Chicago, Kansas City, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, New York, and Washington DC,
where the teams drew large crowds and became major contributors to the local community life, with influence extending
far beyond the baseball fields. This memorable narrative, filled with the memories of many surviving Negro League
players, pulls the veil off these "invisible men" who were forced into the segregated leagues. What emerges is a glorious
chapter in African American history and an often overlooked aspect of our American past.
Little League Baseball® players Liam and Carter are still adjusting to changes since Liam's family moved across the
country to California. Liam is faced with having to prove himself all over again to his new teammates. Carter, on the other
hand, is having his best season ever. His pitches are unstoppable and it looks like his team might just sweep the
competition. That is, until a new pitcher hits the scene. © 2013 Little League Baseball, Incorporated.
A raucous and vividly dishy memoir by the only woman writer on the masthead of Rolling Stone Magazine in the early
Seventies. In 1971, Robin Green had an interview with Jann Wenner at the offices Rolling Stone magazine. She had just
moved to Berkeley, California, a city that promised "Good Vibes All-a Time." Those days, job applications asked just one
question, "What are your sun, moon and rising signs?" Green thought she was interviewing for a clerical job like the other
girls in the office, a "real job." Instead, she was hired as a journalist. With irreverent humor and remarkable nerve, Green
spills stories of sparring with Dennis Hopper on a film junket in the desert, scandalizing fans of David Cassidy and
spending a legendary evening on a water bed in Robert F. Kennedy Jr.'s dorm room. In the seventies, Green was there
as Hunter S. Thompson crafted Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, and now, with a distinctly gonzo female voice, she
reveals her side of that tumultuous time in America. Brutally honest and bold, Green reveals what it was like to be the first
woman granted entry into an iconic boys' club. Pulling back the curtain on Rolling Stone magazine in its prime, The Only
Girl is a stunning tribute to a bygone era and a publication that defined a generation.
“A riveting look at record spinning from its beginnings to the present day . . . A grander and more fascinating story than
one would think” (Time Out). This is the first comprehensive history of the disc jockey, a cult classic now updated with
five new chapters and over a hundred pages of additional material. It’s the definitive account of DJ culture, from the first
record played over airwaves to house, hip-hop, techno, and beyond. From the early development of recorded and
transmitted sound, DJs have been shaping the way we listen to music and the record industry. This book tracks down the
inside story on some of music’s most memorable moments. Focusing on the club DJ, the book gets first-hand accounts
of the births of disco, hip-hop, house, and techno. Visiting legendary clubs like the Peppermint Lounge, Cheetah, the Loft,
Sound Factory, and Ministry of Sound, and with interviews with legendary DJs, Last Night a DJ Saved My Life is a lively
and entertaining account of musical history and some of the most legendary parties of the century. “Brewster and
Broughton’s ardent history is one of barriers and sonic booms, spanning almost 100 years, including nods to pioneers
Christopher Stone, Martin Block, Douglas ‘Jocko’ Henderson, Bob ‘Wolfman Jack’ Smith and Alan ‘Moondog’ Freed.”
—Publishers Weekly
Do you want to be a more relaxed author? There are plenty of books and tips on writing faster, learning more marketing
tactics and strategies, trying to maximize your ranking, hitting the top of the charts, juicing the algorithms, and hacking
different ad platforms. While these are all important things — which the authors themselves regularly write and talk about
— it's also important to recognize that your author journey is a marathon, and not a sprint. Joanna Penn and Mark Leslie
Lefebvre have been in the business long enough to see authors burning out and leaving the writing life because they
turned what they love into a hamster wheel of ever more production and marketing tasks they hate. It doesn't have to be
this way. This book is a collection of tips on how to be a more relaxed author — and return to the love that brought you to
writing in the first place. You will discover: - Why the 'relaxed' author? - You are not alone. Why authors are not relaxed.
Part 1: Relaxed Writing - Write what you love - Write at your own pace - Write in a series (if you want to) - Schedule time
to fill the creative well and for rest and relaxation - Improve your writing process — but only if it fits with your lifestyle Part
2: Relaxed Publishing - Make empowered publishing choices - Understand persistence, patience, and partnership Value your work. You create intellectual property assets. - Publish at your own pace - Publish wide (or don’t) - Sell direct
to your audience - Don't let piracy and plagiarism derail you - Deal with cancel culture, bad reviews, and haters - Find a
community who support your publishing choices Part 3: Relaxed Marketing - Focus on the basics first - Simplify your
author brand and website - Simplify and automate your email - Find one form of marketing you enjoy and can sustain for
the long term - Put book 1 in a series free or permafree - Choose social media that suits you — or don't use it at all Advertise in campaigns - Outsource when you can - Embrace who you are. Double down on being human. - Think global,
digital, long-term marketing Part 4: Relaxed Business - Do you really want to run an author business? - Create multiple
streams of income - Eliminate tasks. Say 'no' more. - Organize and improve your processes - Use tools - Find voices you
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trust and tune out the rest - Learn about money - Look after your physical and mental health - Keep a long-term mindset
If you want to be a more relaxed author, sample or buy today.
“Offers a useful reminder of the role of modern science in fundamentally transforming all of our lives.” —President Barack
Obama (on Twitter) “An important book.” —Steven Pinker, The New York Times Book Review Now also a PBS
documentary series: the surprising story of how humans gained what amounts to an extra life, from the bestselling author
of How We Got to Now and Where Good Ideas Come From As a species we have doubled our life expectancy in just one
hundred years. All the advances of modern life—the medical breakthroughs, the public health institutions, the rising
standards of living—have given us each about twenty thousand extra days on average. There are few measures of human
progress more astonishing than our increased longevity. This book is Steven Johnson’s attempt to understand where
that progress came from. How many of those extra twenty thousand days came from vaccines, or the decrease in
famines, or seatbelts? What are the forces that now keep us alive longer? Behind each breakthrough lies an inspiring
story of cooperative innovation, of brilliant thinkers bolstered by strong systems of public support and collaborative
networks. But it is not enough simply to remind ourselves that progress is possible. How do we avoid decreases in life
expectancy as our public health systems face unprecedented challenges? What current technologies or interventions that
could reduce the impact of future crises are we somehow ignoring? A study in how meaningful change happens in
society, Extra Life is an ode to the enduring power of common goals and public resources. The most fundamental
progress we have experienced over the past few centuries has not come from big corporations or start-ups. It has come,
instead, from activists struggling for reform; from university-based and publicly funded scientists sharing their findings
open-source-style; and from nonprofit agencies spreading new innovations around the world.
In his second collection, including the iconic and much-referenced title story featured in the Academy Award-winning film Birdman,
Carver establishes his reputation as one of the most celebrated short-story writers in American literature—a haunting meditation on
love, loss, and companionship, and finding one’s way through the dark.
Are you afraid of confrontation and want to just leave a book around for your partner to get the message? Do you not want a book
that doesn't have a lot of words of a lot of valuable information inside? Than this is the book for you! How To Subtly Tell Your
Partner You Want More Sex is a fun gift that keeps on giving.
“Tough Luck is funny and philosophical and wry and large-hearted, and it’s our great good luck to have it.”—Beth Ann Fennelly At
the center of Tough Luck is a poem about the ill-fated I-35W Bridge in Minneapolis and its disastrous collapse, which killed 13
people and injured 145. The freighted, swiftly moving poems in Tough Luck crisscross the chasm between peril and safety as if
between opposing riverbanks, revealing a frequently heart-stopping view of the muscled waters below. Marriage, family, home—all
come crashing down, but Todd Boss rebuilds with his trademark musicality and “a reverent gusto for representing the tactile
aspects of human life” (Tony Hoagland).
From pastor and New York Times bestselling author Timothy Keller comes a beautifully packaged, yearlong daily devotional based
on the Book of Proverbs. Proverbs is God’s book of wisdom, teaching us the essence and goal of a Christian life. In this 365-day
devotional, Timothy Keller offers readers a fresh, inspiring lesson for every day of the year based on different passages within the
Book of Proverbs. With his trademark knowledge, Keller unlocks the wisdom within the poetry of Proverbs and guides us toward a
new understanding of what it means to live a moral life. God’s Wisdom for Navigating Life is a book that readers will be able to
turn to every day, year after year, to cultivate a deeper, more fulfilling relationship with God. This makes a perfect companion to
Keller’s devotional on the Psalms, The Songs of Jesus.
Summer of ShadowsA Murder, A Pennant Race, and the Twilight of the Best Location in the NationClerisy Press
"Lira, a famous siren, must prove herself by stealing the heart of the man, a prince, threatening their race"-For fans of I Dissent and She Persisted -- and Jane Austen fans of all ages -- a picture book biography about the beloved and
enduring writer and how she found her unique voice. Witty and mischievous Jane Austen grew up in a house overflowing with
words. As a young girl, she delighted in making her family laugh with tales that poked fun at the popular novels of her time, stories
that featured fragile ladies and ridiculous plots. Before long, Jane was writing her own stories-uproariously funny ones, using all
the details of her life in a country village as inspiration. In times of joy, Jane's words burst from her pen. But after facing sorrow and
loss, she wondered if she'd ever write again. Jane realized her writing would not be truly her own until she found her unique voice.
She didn't know it then, but that voice would go on to capture readers' hearts and minds for generations to come.
As Anna and Layla reckon with illness, risk, and loss in different ways, they learn the power of friendship and the importance of
hope.
"Twenty years in the making, The Climbers shares a stunning collection of images of some of the icons of mountaineering
*Portraits that reveal the core of their remarkable subjects *A visual history of special significance to climbers of all ages
*Beautifully packaged in a cloth slip case to enhance its collectability. For nearly 2 decades, professional photographer Jim
Herrington has been working on a portrait series of influential rock and mountain climbers. The Climbers documents these rugged
individualists who, from roughly the 1930s to 1970s, used primitive gear along with their considerable wits, talent, and fortitude to
tackle unscaled peaks around the world. Today, these men and women are renowned for their past accomplishments and, in
many cases, are the last of the remaining practitioners from the so-called Golden Age of 20th century climbing."-Books for All Kinds of Readers Read HowYouWant offers the widest selection of on-demand, accessible format editions on the
market today. Our 7 different sizes of EasyRead are optimized by increasing the font size and spacing between the words and the
letters. We partner with leading publishers around the globe. Our goal is to have accessible editions simultaneously released with
publishers' new books so that all readers can have access to the books they want to read. To find more books in your format visit
www.readhowyouwant.com
Casey Gallagher has it all together--a lucrative marketing career in Boston, a happy marriage, and a successful sports column she
writes with her younger brother Griffin. She's got a plan to save for a dream home in the suburbs and then have kids, even though
her cop husband Sam doesn't see the need to wait. The memory of her father still looms large four years after his passing. He was
the cop who let her shine his boots, and she's idolized him since she was a little girl. Even Sam can't live up to his legacy. When
she receives a letter from a woman claiming she bore her father's child years ago, Casey's balloon bursts. How could her father
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have had an affair? She soon learns her half brother is in her life already, but where? Does she even want to know another
sibling? And how can her mother, who recently remarried and found a new faith, so easily forgive her husband for committing
adultery? Even the Red Sox rookies Casey and Griffin have recently befriended seem to have an inner peace that puzzles her. As
Casey attempts to fit the changes life throws at her into her idealistic plan, she is challenged by the dialogue running in her head.
Is it her conscience, her imagination, or the voice of the God she's not sure she believes in?
From stumpy potted houseplants to intricate and delicate flower arrangements, My Life in Plants is a heartfelt, honest memoir that
intertwines the complex nature of houseplants with a journey of self-discovery. From Katie Vaz, author of Don’t Worry, Eat Cake,
the beloved Make Yourself Cozy, and The Escape Manual for Introverts, comes My Life in Plants. Her newest book tells the story
of her life through the thirty-nine plants that have played both leading and supporting roles, from her childhood to her wedding day.
Plants include a homegrown wildflower bouquet wrapped in duct tape that she carried on stage at age three, to a fragrant basil
plant that brought her and her kitchen back to life after grief. The stories are personal, poignant, heartwarming, and relatable, and
will prompt readers to recall plants of their own that have been witness to both the amazing moments of life and the ordinary ones.
This illustrated memoir covers the simplicity of home, the sharpness of loss, the lesson of learning to be present, and the journey
of finding your way.
Inspired by artist Tamara Laporte’s popular online art classes (willowing.org), Create Your Life Book presents 18 step-by-step
mixed-media drawing and painting projects that encourage self-fulfillment through the creative process. Tamara’s kind, nonjudgmental voice guides your way. What is holding you back? Where do you want to go? Let go of the past! Use these expressive
exercises to help you recognize your personal challenges and other obstacles, then work through them. Let go of limiting beliefs,
find courage, feel gratitude, heal pain, and develop self-love as you playfully create. Each themed chapter presents four to five twopart projects. First, you will explore a common issue that hampers creativity and/or positive self-worth. The second portion is a
step-by-step mixed-media art project designed to help you work through that issue. Just a few of the explorations: Let go of what
no longer serves you by taking stock of what’s holding you back, then create a zentangle butterfly to symbolize you flying away
from those limiting things. Embrace and love your inner quirky bird by taking an inventory of your quirky traits, then create a bird
that celebrates them. Heal old wounds by writing a letter to yourself as a child, then create a house to keep your inner child safe.
Adding rich variety to the messages and art inspiration, some of the project outlines have been contributed by Tamara's guest
teachers: Roxanne Coble, Andrea Gomoll, Alena Hennessy, Mystele Kirkeeng, Ivy Newport, and Effy Wild, each of whom are
noted mixed-media artists in their own right. The final chapter presents a simple binding method for creating a keepsake book of
your Life Book projects. Steeped in inspirational images and uplifting affirmations, Create Your Life Book can help you achieve
both personal and creative growth.
A shockingly candid and raw autobiography from legendary anchorman, jazz flutist, and host of The Ron Burgundy Podcast, Ron
Burgundy. From his humble beginnings in a desolate Iowa coal mining town, his years at Our Lady Queen of Chewbacca High
School to his odds-defying climb to the dizzying heights of becoming America’s most trusted and beloved television News Anchor,
Ron Burgundy pulls no punches in Let Me Off at the Top! In his very own words Burgundy reveals his most private thoughts, his
triumphs and his disappointments. His life reads like an adventure story complete with knock-down fights, beautiful women and
double-fisted excitement on every page. He has hunted jackalopes with Bobby Kennedy and Peter Lawford, had more than his
share of his amorous exploits, and formed the greatest on-air team in the history of televised news. Along the way, he hobnobbed
with people you wish you knew and some you honestly wish you didn’t—celebrities, presidents, presidents' wives, celebrities'
wives, dogs, and, of course Veronica Corningstone, the love of his life. Walter Cronkite, Barbra Streisand, Katie Couric, the list
goes on. Who didn’t Mr. Burgundy, or “Ron” as he is known to his friends, rub elbows with in the course of his colorful and often
criminal life? This may well be the most thrilling book ever written, by a man of great physical, moral and spiritual strength and not
surprisingly a great literary talent as well. This book deserves a real shot at a Pulitzer Prize. In fact if it doesn’t win one then we
will finally have proof that the Pulitzer is rigged. Ron Burgundy has taken the time to write a book. We owe it to him, as honest
Americans, to read it.
He was featured on the front pages of RollingStone.com, Jezebel.com and was covered by The Huffington Post. Both Conan
O'Brien and Jay Leno featured him in their opening monologues. Countless news agencies around the world broke the story when
he went on Reddit and did an Ask Me Anything (AMA). Ranking as the 4th most popular Reddit AMA of all time (beating out the
likes of Peter Dinklage, Bill Murray, Arnold Schwarzenegger and Harrison Ford), DoubleDickDude spent 48 hours discussing his
life with a genetic condition known as diphallia. Only 1 in 5.5 million males worldwide are born with two penises. However very few
(if any) are born with two working, and by all accounts, attractive penises. After having managed to stay under the radar for over
20 years DoubleDickDude (or DDD for short) amassed thousands of followers on Twitter and Tumblr in a matter of hours. In fact
Twitter (temporarily) suspended his account for replying to his followers too many times!For the past year he has taken to writing a
more lengthy and detailed account of his life so far. Very little could be detailed during a frenzy of questions from thousands on
Reddit. DDD goes from discussing his childhood, and explains how he knew he was special at an early age. His parents support
grounded him in his early youth. We find out how he lost his virginity and was exposed to his peers. From there he discusses his
wild streak of sexual adventures fresh out of high school. Recapping his favorite questions and answers, discussing sexuality and
acceptance DDD covers the gamut.Don't worry, all the saucy and steamy stories he hinted at in his AMA are covered and then
some. Like that 7-way orgy he briefly detailed amid the torrent of questions during his AMA. Not to mention the hunky straight gym
jock who "went gay" and the poor girl who... shall we say, her lady place was a wreck after one time with DDD. It's all in there and
more! Written from first person perspective the narrative is raw, honest and often times gritty. Details are not spared and readers
beware, naughty moments are revealed! The next time you see a man on the street with more than an adequate bulge in his
jeans, it might just be DDD.
Why do testicles hang the way they do? Is there an adaptive function to the female orgasm? What does it feel like to want to kill
yourself? Does "free will" really exist? And why is the penis shaped like that anyway? In Why Is the Penis Shaped Like That?, the
research psychologist and award-winning columnist Jesse Bering features more than thirty of his most popular essays from
Scientific American and Slate, as well as two new pieces, that take readers on a bold and captivating journey through some of the
most taboo issues related to evolution and human behavior. Exploring the history of cannibalism, the neurology of people who are
sexually attracted to animals, the evolution of human body fluids, the science of homosexuality, and serious questions about life
and death, Bering astutely covers a generous expanse of our kaleidoscope of quirks and origins. With his characteristic
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irreverence and trademark cheekiness, Bering leaves no topic unturned or curiosity unexamined, and he does it all with an
audaciously original voice. Whether you're interested in the psychological history behind the many facets of sexual desire or the
evolutionary patterns that have dictated our current mystique and phallic physique, Why Is the Penis Shaped Like That? is bound
to create lively discussion and debate for years to come.
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